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"

Little Orson Annie's come to our house to play,
An' josh the motion pictures Un and skeer the stars
away,
An' shoo the Laughton's off the lot an' build the
sets an' svTeep,
An,' "rind the film an' write the talk an' earn her
board-an '-keep;
An' all us other acters, vThen our pi tchur \'fork is
done,
~'re set around the Derby bar an' has the nostest fun,
A-listenin' to the me-tales 'at Annie tells about,
An' the Gobbleselles'll ~it YOU
Er you DON'T ~TATCH OUT!!
Public opinion concerning the cinema of Orson i'lelles seems
to focus on tl'ro very different pOints of view:

either the one

taken in actor Gene Lockhart's parody of James Vlhi tc omb Riley, or
the one expr'essed in such phrases as "the best actor in the

his-

tory of acting," IIgreat artist," and "the biggest man in Hollywood. tt2 Welles' involvement "'dth directing, acting, and writing
for the screen has elicitEd responses ranging from patronizing
sarcasm to admiration and wonder.

Welles himself is not easily

labeled, either; he is hailed by one critic as European in temperament, and by another as a unique product of America. 3
The criticism of '''elles and his '\'lork is varied and complicated; and the most diversity is found in the reactions to what
may have beEn his greatest film,
ProducEd in 1940, Ci tlzen
~lelles

Citizen~.

~

,·ras the first film in ,\1hlch

was involved (he was director, producer, and star), and

2

it seems to contain the strengths and \veaknesses i"lhich have
come to be recognized as his "style."

Praise has been given

for the innovative photographic technique,

8.

technique developed

by Welles and his camera man, using methods that appear to have
been ten or fifteen years ahead of their time; the Hollywood
of 1940 ,,,as fixed in a tradi ti on of photography, sound, and even
structural styles that offered no enc ouragement to ne"Jcomers
w"ho vlere interested in "undi sciplined, extravagant experimenta-

t "i on. ,,4

The script for the movie, written "by

~'lelles

and Her-

man J. Mankievricz, is kn01-m for the conciseness Illi th IIThich it
summarizes and yet leaves open for investig8,tion the entire life
of one man.
Tbe good comments can be balanced by negative ones.

The

film is accu:3ed of being too lengthy, with too little actiOn.
It doesn't rE?ally enlighten the audience \"li th solid ansvrers to
the hero's problems.
little

One revie"w"er says simply that there is

tlinte:~lectual content" to it. 5 And there is a charge

that only the controversial publicity surrounding its production made Kane's impact whs.t it l'las.

6

The reaElons for the controversy surrounding Citj1zen

~

might be Irfelles I ' admitted ignorance of the traditional Hollywood film techniques and his willingness to experiment with the
techniques as he discovered them.

His later films failed to

match Kane in either style or critical acclaim.
The events leading to the production of Citizen Kane are
related to an earlier proj ect of T;1felles, the creation of the

3

Mercury Theater, organized in 1937.

The group

vTaS

begun "to

establish a e,olid and permanent repertoire of plays, It and to
produce these' plays around Nei'! York and, later on, in i'Teekly
radio broadcasts. 7 The players ',Tere closely associated and
included several later motion picture stars, such as Agnes
r.foorehead and Joseph Cotten.

The Mercury Theater vlas one of

Welles' special dreams; he says of the project:

liThe wholethlng

gave the New' Yorlr of that time an extraordinary vi tali ty.

The

quality of actors ani that of spectators is no longer what it
8
was in those marvelous years."
It was this group of "Mercury Theater nobodies" (a term supplied by one reviei'rer) that presented the famous '{far of the T,vorlds
broadcast in 1938. 9
from

directinl~

The instant success that ~'relles achieved

this self-admitted HallovTeen joke gained him an

opening into HollYivood:

Radio-Keith-Orpheum offered him a con-

traot with RKO Radio Pictures in 1939.
Apparently the dee.l

~',i th

RKO ivas not the bie; opportunity

it might have appeared to be; the company was lithe financially
weakest studio on the Coast, It and 'i'lelles was wanted simply to
improve businE:3ss .10

I'/elles I first picture under contract was

to be Joseph Gonrad1s Heart of Darkness; and although he was
given the

unl~_mi ted

freedom he desired (he wanted to try filming

the picture in "first person ll

),

the scarcity of funds plus the

outbreak of ':far in Europe curtailed operations of RKO as 1'1el1 as
other studios..

1;Te11es was forced to postpone his experiment,

the opportunity he had referred to as his nevI "electric train. ltll

4

As a substitute W'elles produc ed a script based on Nicholas
Blake's novel, ~ Smiler with .§!:. F..nife.

This, too, vms put off

indefinitely, for lack of a c ompetetent actress vlho w'anted to
12
play the heroine.
vlelles next began a collaboration ivi th a script i'lri ter
named Herman Manlriewicz, on a i'lork titled American.
was later

K~.13

cht::~nged

The title

to John Citizen, U.S.A., and then to Citizen

The script, ready for filming by July, 1940, dealt with

(acc ording t

(I

1,{elles himself) "the portrait of a ficti onal news-

paper tyc oon ••• a public man I s private life. ,,14

The idea ,'ras ap-

proved for filming by RKO.
Throughout the production of Kane, the proceedings on the
set were completely unpublicized; when reporters came around,
the cast retreated to a vacant lot for a baseball game.

The con-

tract he had signed gave \'[elles freedom to film '."li thout the dictation of RKO officials;

~"elles

in one interview comments that

"I had too mueh pOlver •••• Never has a man been given so much power
in the HOllywood system.

An absolute povler.

And artistic con-

trol.,,15
The eageJ:'ness of RKO to let vlelles bring the studio to solvency and suceess, the freedom 'I'/elles secured for his picture,
and the secreey in '.'rhich the whole crew worked--all these combined
to create the suggestions of a radical experiment, a change from
HollY'N"ood tradition.
~'lelles

The traditional HollYi'i'ood movie makers saw

as a st.range, though harmless, boy wizard.

The secrecy naturally created a host of rumors about the
picture.

The exact relationship of the plot of

~

to the life

5
of nevTspaper publisher I'Tilliam Randolph Hearst is still rather
unclear, but it seems evident that ambiguous reports enlarged
upon the suspicion of a connection.

The origin of rumors con-

necting Charles Foster Kane and Hearst are most often t:r-aced
to Louella Parsons, the Holly-l'Tood representative for the Hearst
syndicate.
In January, 1941, the first copy of the film

ready for

I'TaS

Showing, and by this time Miss Parsons had decided that the subject was her boss.

Although she had previously written what

,\'1elles terms "lavish praise" about himself, she walked out of a
private previ.ew of the film (shown in February), told Hearst that
Kane was libE!lous, and attempted to talk the president of RKO
into vii thhold.ing it .17
The president, George Schaefer, refused to suppress the
film and also rejected a large monetary offer from Louis
Mayer (a friend of Hearst) to destroy the negative.

B~

Hearst con-

sequently imposed a ban on any mention of i;lelles or his movie in
the Hearst papers. 18
Welles himself reacted with humor to the entire situation.
He announced "plans" to do another feature film,
ing with Hearst.

It was once alleged that

~'~Telles

~

time deal-

had admitted

the subject to be Hearst,. but he denied the allegation in a magazine article titled, "Citizen Kane is Not about Louella parsonrs
Boss ... 19

\>le11es and Schaefer later issued a

j

oint statement

denying any d:lrect connection between Kane and Hearst.
Welles continues to insist that his film used no subject
material taken from the life of )1illiam Randolph Hearst.

"He

6

(Hearst) was a great figure.
He had one ''1i th me.
as everyone believes.

I didn't have a battle "lith him.

,

Citizen Kane was not an expose of Hearst
I didn't make a picture about him. n20

Tbe matt'er isn 't quite this sim1Jle, hovTever.

The same

cri tics that stress the differences betrreen Hearst and \1elles'
subject also admit some "startlingly close" resemblances of the
real person to the imaginary one. 2l

Such resemblances are

found in the political careers of Kane and Hearst, in the personal lives of the two, and even in their character traits.
As Oharles Higham summarizes:
Bert.h Hearst and Kane were only children, born in
George
Hearst (the fatherj ,'ras 2. ivell-to-do farmer t s son,
vlhose slIver strike at the Comstock Lode made him a
millionaire •••• In the film these parents are left a
deed to the Colorado Lode by a defaulting boarder ••••
Hearst',s love for his mother is echoed in Kane's love
for his •••• Tbe origin of the character of Susan Alexander Kane has usually been attributed to Marion Davies alone (Hearst's mistress) •••• Hearst secured for
ber a career in the cinema "Thich she really didn't
w"ant and ',TaS embarrassed to see appla.uded by every
Hearst ::le'l,ISpaper critic who valued his job .22

1863, and both viere expelled from Harvard.

The trIO biographies continue to parallel in several respects.

Both Hearst and Kane were accused of starting the

Spanish-Amer:lcan \'Tar through their papers.

Both developed an

admiration for the Fascist leaders before 1'rorld 1'lar II.

And

b-oth ran unsuccessfully for the governorship of NevT York.
The res(3mblance of Kane to Hearst is not, of course, Ivithout discrepancies; but there is such a basis for comparison
that a biographer of Hearst, ".fl.A. Swanberg, called his book
Citizen Hear8t.

\'Telles hedges the argument by sayins that if

7
men with the stature and characteristics of Hearst and others
had not existed,. the film he directed ",ould have been impossible. 23
Hearst , it is interesting to note, eventually sa\'T the film
he had ordered his nei·rspapers to ban.
"it was a little too long:

His reaction "ras that

he told friends privately that he

enjoyed seeing himself on the screen.,,24

Later the ban on the

film was lifted, although Kane continued to be denounced in the
Hearst syste:ll.
The original opening night for the film was set for February 14, 1941.

But the RKO board of directors voted (against the

opini on of George Schaefer) to postpone the opening, in vie'!,., of
all the adverse publicity.
celed. 25

A press previei" on March 12 \Vas can-

No dates for city show'ings had yet been taken.

Citi-

zen Kane was in a state of suspension.
Under his contract, hOvlever, '!relles had been given the
right to sue RKO and demand the release of his film, and he lost
no time in preps.ring to do so.

In a statement to the press in

late March, he insisted:
I believe that the uublic is entitled to see Citizen Kane. For me to stand by '''hile this uicture was being suppressed vlould constitute a breach of faith i"Ti th
the public on my part as a producer. I have at the moment sufficient financial backing to buy Citizen Kane
from REO and to release it myself. Under my contract
wi th RIW, I have the right to demand that the picture
be released and to bring legal action to force its release. RKO must release Citizen Kane. Any ••• attempts
at suppression would involve a serious interference l'li th
freedom of speech and with the integrity of the movingpicture industry as the foremost medium of artistic expression in the country.26

8

Schaefer, of course, hastened to assure Welles that

~

'''1ould indeed be shov.Tn, and on April 9, 1941, it was given simUltaneous press showings in New York and Los Angeles.

Despite

some difficulty in finding a theater for the occasion (after
Radi 0 City Musi c Hall refused to sho'.'l it), Ci tizen

~

pre-

miered on May I at the palace in Ne''l York, to f'enthusiastic"
reViei'IS and

~,

somewhat less than imaginative publicity slogan,

"NovT you knOlf,r ••• i tis terrific! "27

In the 1942 Academy A'VTard presentations, Ci tizen
cei ved the OElcar for best screenplay.

~

re-

It isn't clear who is

more respons:l.ble for the script, Welles or Mankiewicz; l'{elles
asserts that his is the major portion of the work, while Mankie-

-

wicz says that the script is mainly his.

Either ""'lay, the fin-

ished work has been termed sufficient "to form the basis of a
masterpiece."

28

The bas:tc plot of the story deals with the career of a
world-famous American journalist.

The story would be relative-

ly simple, except for the method of presentation--a series of
flashbacks and leaps of time, 1Ri th seemingly haphazard narration by Kaneus friends and acquaintances.

The movie does not

reveal the st.ory of Charles Foster Kane in any sequential order; the film begins with Kane's death and follol-Ts the trialand-error search of a reporter investigating the meaning of
Kane's last "Tord, "Rosebud."

The information is pieced together

in an "interlocking jigsal'T puzzle," with only the piece concerning flRosebud tt miSSing till the end. 29

9

The pat.ch't;"ork used to put together Kane t s story is not
the only complication of thE screenplay.
are applied to the camera:

Literary techniques

techniques such as symbolism, irony,

and the audi.o impact of thE dialogue.
The symbolism in Citizen
the sled, Rosebud.

~

revolves very obviously around

"Rosebud" is the first word in the movie,

spoken by the dying Kane; and it 1s the sled that is revealed
to the

audiE~nce

as Rosebud at the end.

Through the entire mo-

vie the slec'. seems to provide an instant connection vli th Kane t s
childhood, his happy and innocent days; in fact, the symboliam
of the sled might be too apparent.

It is Rosebud that the young

Charles holds i'lhen first confronted by Thatcher and the settling
of his future adulthood.

Kane murmurs the name of the sled once

more after t,he fight \'Ihen Susan leaves him.

And the riddle of

Rosebud is at last made clear (though not to the reporter) as
it is burned follo".rTing Kane t s death.
Orson lTelles admits that Rosebud "is a gimmick, really,
and rather dollar-book Freud.,,30

BUt Rosebud need not be dis-

missed so easily; 1t is tied to several other symbols in the
film.
The

slE~d,

of course, brings ideas of snm.."

1flhi teness, and

puri ty; and this '-Thole picture is compressed and condensed in
the papenreight that falls from Kane I s hand as he dies.

"The

paperi'Teight:, It according to one revie"Ter, !tis not merely an artificial snm'T scene recalling a real one but a snm'! scene encapsulated and unattainable, like Kane's lost innocence. n31

10

The symbolism of the paper,.,eight becomes as important to
the theme of the plot as the sled.

A papervJeight figures

ever inconspj.cuously t in key scenes throughout the movie.

t

hmvOf

course, there' 8 the shattered SnO'ltT scene at the beginning. "Then
ive find a paperweight in Susan t s apartment when Kane first meets
her--it isn It~ highlighted, but it is there. 32 And vThen Susan
announces ShE? is leaving him, Kane begins to violently destroy
her room. unt:tl he discovers the paperweight, 1'lhich StODS him
short.
Kane's loss of innocence is not the only such loss in the
story; it is echoed in a minor way through the reflections of
hi s partner Bernstein on a similarly symbolized loss in hi s Qivn
life.

vlhen c,slred about Rosebud, ttBernstein suggests that it may

have referred to some very fleeting experience in Kane's past."
For example, Bernstein tells of a girl in 1"hi te I'Thom he glimpsed
once when he 1-ras young:

til only sai" her for a second, and she

didn't see me at all, but I bet a month hasn't gone by that I
haven It thoue;ht about her ... 33

The sense of \"hi teness and inno-

cence lost iEI present even here; it emphasizes the changes in
Kane I sown lj,fe.
Besides the general motif of some kind of 10s8, there are
smaller symbols that combine to underline the character "lelles
and Mankiewic,z present in Kane.
Kane IS ini tic,l.

One small detail is the use of

Beginning vri th the large uK" on the gate to

Xanadu, the Elingle initial points out the mants complete involvement ivi th himself; everything must center on Kane, and his use

11

of the flKtI

8.B

a monogram and a tie pin 1s a subtle reminder

of this fact ..
Visual tmages are also used to convey moods, in much the
same manner <:,s 11terary images are used in 'irriting.

D1rections

for the sett:tngs take advantage of the effect of large spaces,
especially in the final scenes at Xanadu.

The halls are impos-

sibly immense, and they dyrarf even the 'veal th and power of Kane.
The fireplacE' yaims like a huge dre.gon mouth; and the space that
results from the huge proportions physically separates Kane from
Susan, a sepe.ration that bec ames an actua11 ty.

The l"ho16 effect

begins to enlarge upon the loneliness and grotesque eccentricity
of Kane as an old man.
In fact, the trend of the entire film 1s toward loneliness
and emptines;:::.

The cro""Tded scenes throughout Kane's career grad-

ually turn into the desolate (though materially rich) scenes of
his old age.

Mirrors 1n Xana.du begin to reflect Kane, to focus

finally on him, as h1s power brings him only isolation instead
of the popula.rity he expects.
The irony of th1s change is further presented by the film's
manipulation of time.

Welles and J.rankiel.vicz

designed. the rThole film so as to bring Kane t S pre- .
dicament. to life before our eyes; and (they do) this
largely by giving an almost tangible presence to the
passing of time •••• Nearly everything in toe film contribute!:, to this effect: the juxtaposition of scenes
(shows) the different age s not only-of Kane but alao
of thOSE who know him •••• ~ 4
As the reporter, Thompson, searches out the facts of Kane's
life, he naturally does not find them in chronological order;

12

so the consequently sporadic time sequence works to emphasize
what Kane haB had in his life and 1-,hat he has become at the
time of his death.

The comparison is repeatedly demonstrated.

Kanets loss (as well as similar changes in Bernstein and Jedediah Leland) iB ali'lays the underlying subj ect •
The

ch8.l~acterization

in Ci tizen

that the film is somehow unfinished.

~

has led to criticism

For instance, Bosley Crow-

ther has said:
.... at no point in the picture is a black mark
actually checked against Kane •••• there 1s no reaFlon
to ass'UIne from what is shown UpOR the screen tha.t he
is anything but an honest publisher 'ltlith a co~.siS
tently eonscientious attitude tOl'Tard society. ::>
Several critJ.cs have remarked that the film opens up a problem
it does not Bolve; it simply does not explain what one critic
calls Kanets transition from ngood villain into bad hero. n36
There is no nharacter judgment here, and perhaps there is none
in the movie ..
In explaining and defending the erratic methods of characterizati on, T;Telles remarks, Itl believe it is necessary to give
all the characters their best arguments--including those I dis~57

agree v·Tith. n •

Kane's IIbest arguments" come from conflicting

sources, and of course they aren't concludive; but the important thing, according to Welles, is that they are revealing.
Welles says, "The point of the picture is not so much the solution of the problem as its presentation. n38
And thel:'e is a definite problem presented.

The ,,,hole mo-

vie seems to be the framed puzzle of a man's life.

The frame

13
could be Thompson's reactions to his reporting assignment at
its

beginni~~

and end.

At the start he is asked to work on

the assumption that a dying man's last words should explain
his life; he reacts I'd th some doubt.

By

the end he realizes

that the attempt to find Rosebud is futile, and he returns to
his original opinion of the quest, saying
explained anything.

It • • •

it wouldn't have

I don't think any word explains a man's

life." 39
The frame could also be the Rosebud theme itself.

Kane's

gasp of the vTord at the opening and the burning of the sled at
the end might tie the story together.
Or

the frame might be, simply, the uNo Trespassing" sign

\'Ihich both opens and closes the movie and Thompson's investigationa
Whatever the frame may be, hOvTever, of more importance is
the picture within it.

There are several vieWpoints of the por-

trai t Vrelles presents, but it generally agreed that Kane can be
defined as a loveless man, a man '',Tho ,-rants love but doesn't
kno\',r hOvl to get it.

Though Kane was rich, Bernstein says in his

intervieiv vTi th Thompson, he didn't want money:
in his lavish use of it.

40

this is evident

He uses money, it becomes obvious

through the story f to get love.

Love is the one pOiver Kane wants;

he can neither buy nor intimidate people to love him, but he
tries.

His emotional ties are often the same as his business

connections or political attachments.

:1is closest nfriends" are

the people he has hired to vlork for him; his "rife is the president's

14

niece; and

h(~

even attempts to exploit the Ittalent1l of his

mistress to gain recognition and affection for himself.
announces to a reporter,
star. tt41 )
The

oth4~r

tain extent.

1I

(He

vle 're goint to be a great opera

characters realize Kane's motives, to a cerLeland at one point confronts Kane:

Th~ truth is, Charlie, you just don't care about
anythin;3 except you. You just "rant to convinoe people
that you love them so much that they should love you
back. Only you want love on your ovm terms. It's
somethi;gg to be played your way--according to your
rules. 4 .-

Susan says essentially the same thing in her quarrel with
Kane in the
life!

E~verglades:

ttyou never gave me anything in your

You just tried--to buy me into giving you something.tt4 3
Jedediah Leland, Kane's best friend, summarizes the frus-

tration that all those who knew Kane seem to have felt:
It seems we weren't enough. He wanted all the
voters to love him, too. All he really 'mnted out
of life ,,-ras love--That' a Charlie's story--hovT he lost
it. You see, he just didn't have any to give. He
loved Charlie Kane, of course, very dearly--and his
mother, I guess he always loved her. 44
Thus the actual content of Citizen

~

is like the puzzle

Susan pieces together at Xanadu; but Kane's puzzle is only presented, not solved.

Vlelles and Mankiewicz evidently don't in-

tend their script to be a solution.
The effectiveness of the script gained

~'!elles

and Mankle-

wicz recognition at the Academy Awards ceremony, but the award
for best screenplay vms the only Oscar

~

received.

T;lelles

stresses the value of the actual 1trri ting of a movie in a 1950

15
interview:
•• ,.I feel that only the literary mind can help
the mov:.es out of that .£1!1-de-~ into 11hich they
have beE:n driven by mere technicians and artificers ••••
In my opinion the vTriter should have the first and
last viord in film-making, the only better alternative
being the vT2ii ter-direotor, but with the stress on the
first v[()rd. 5
Despite the attention given to the writing of Citizen
~,

however, the movie I s lasting impact 'l'las on photographiC

and audio devices.
seem

Sh01:1Y

Some of these "Tere so obvious that they

to several critics; but itlelles had an exactly op-

posi te hope.

"Toland (Gregg Toland, the camera man) and ','lelles

wanted to achieve a flow of images so hypnotic that the audience
would not be conscious of the mechanics of film making. n46

At

least one cr:ltic thinks that the tHO achieved their purpose.
Andrevl ,Sarris cites one accusation that the film

IS

tech-

nique "calls attention to itself," but he defends the "gimmicks u
f or "forking together so oonsistently for theme and structure. 47
In his opinion, any showiness is compensated by the effect that
results.
Gregg Toland got the job of working with the camera by
calling ;'Telles to ask for the opportunity.

Toland had previous-

ly worked for Samuel GoldvTyn and ",as loaned to other directors
as ,"rell.

He i'las already known for his eXperiments

effects and

10\-1

Yii th

lighting

set ceilings, ideas he was to perfect in ~. 48

Lighting was the first consideration of Welles and Toland.
Besides the sobering effect naturally created by filming in
black and white, a more natural use of light was achieved.

--------_._----------_._---_._--------

This

16
meant that seenes ,.,ere often much darker and more
than was cus1:.9mary in Hollywood movies.

II

shadoi'lY"

Deep shadOi'ls are

used, for example, for Kane's death, for the projection-room
sequence, and very often 1rfhen Kane seems to loom over other
characters such as Leland or susan. 49 Lights come from unusual angles l , and single rays of light (such as the one light
in the Thatcher Memorial Library) or cuts from light to dark
(as vlhen the projector light is shut off) are common.

patterns

of light are created, such as daylight through Venetian blinds
or the light shining on Susan's bed after she has attempted suicide.
Some details were extraordinary: Toland shovled
the lig1:.t changing on Joseph Cotten' s U.eland' sJ face
at three pOints of the sun to indicate the lapse of
time in ,-,hich he is reo ounting a story in flashback
form. To achieve great penetrating light power, t"rinarc br02dsiSe lamps, normally used only in Technicolor,
were used. 5
Toland states that one result of the photography \'las ftthe
attainment of approximate human-eye fOcus."

In other words,

Tbland says, the normal eye can see everything 'tTi thin a certain
distance vrith relative clarity; to achieve this same ability,
this depth of focus, with the camera was an effect of the photography.

nl'le built our system of 'visual reality' on the \.;ell-

known fact that lenses of shorter length are characteriZed by
comparatively greater d ep t h •••• 1151
The deeper focus resulted in the ability to photograph the
foreground ani the background with equal sharpness.

"In some

17
cases," according to Toland,

II

vle were able to hold sharp

focus over a depth of 200 feet. ,,52

In fact

c
,

the lens system

he developed could eventually picture 't'li th clarity "anything
from eighteer:. inches away from the camera to infinity. 1153
This clarity of background added to the smooth "flow of
images" that Welles and Toland wanted.

Throughout the movie

they avoided cutting betw'een scenes as much as possible, to
make things even smoother.

Instead of cutting, dollying.or

panning was preferred, or lap dissolves for time transitions
(in which the sets were faded out first, follOl'1'ed by the characters. )
One example of the conciseness of story transition over
a long period of time has become famous.

This is the break-

fast sequence beti'Teen Kane and his first vTife, Emily, which
shows in just a fe't" scenes the gradual disintegration of their
marriage.
the

tV-TO

Ths first scene occurs soon after the 1'ledding, and

appea:ra to be very much in love; but this opening scene

is followed by several lap dissolves'into succeeding scenes
through v1hich Kane I s groi1'ing journalistic power and the interference of that pOI-reI' in his person2"1 life are demonstrated.
Eventually thl3re is no communication at all betvreen Kane and
his wife:

in the last shot Kane is reading a copy of his ne11'S-

paper while Emily hides behind a rival paper. 54
The effeet of "deep focus n can be seen in the blend of tlV'O
simultaneous pieces of acti on f ollovTing Susan's disastrous opening in the

.-~---

..

opE~ra.

Kane finds Leland t S unfinished review of

--....--,----.
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Susan's performance (a revie1-' that is strictly uncomplimentary)
and stubbornly insists on oompleting it himself.

As Kane sits

typing in the foreground, Leland suddenly enters the scene from
the background; he comes forward, always in sharp focus. 55 The
clarity in vl:1ich both characters are photographed eliminates the
need for cutting and close-ups.

Action takes place simultane-

ously with h::>th men, and the audience vie'i'ls the result more
quickly and 13asily.56
An

espe(~ially

noticeable photographic device w"as often

termed UniqUH, though iti"ias actually not ne1-l:

this vIas the

addi tion of eeilings to the set rooms, an idea borrovled (rather
than invented) by Toland.

Toland traces the origin to at least

one previous film, Transatlantic (1930).57

He included the

technique "because 1-1e wanted reality, and vIe felt that it would
be easier to believe a room was a room if its ceiling could be
seen in the picture."

58 This led to

t'ilO

i'ortunate results:

the

lighting ",ould be from more believable angles, and microphones
could be safely hidden above the muslin ceilings.
OVer thE years

~~elles

has acquired one special photographic

trademark--his "prolific use of unusual camera angles. 1t59

Of

course there is an extensive use of the relatively common shot
upward from the floor in Citizen

~;

this shot is used most

frequently to magnify Kane in relation to other characters.

The

shot dOvtm"ard from above dvlarfs Kane in moments of weakness and
occurs increasingly toward the end of his life, at Xanadu.

Welles

also calls for angles that achieve different effects; examples of
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such effects would include the dizzying shot up cmd side1,rays
as Gettys deBcends the stairs from Susan's apartment, follovled
by a bluster;), Kane; or the sudden shifts in the slant of the
picture durin.g the party celebrating Kane's purchase of the
Chronicle.

'Ilhe use of the strange angles as a "\'[elles slJecial-

ty is further illustrated in a photograph of tlelles himself
60
taken around 1940; the picture is on an angle to the si:::1e.
It is na.tural that Welles, ..",ho used sound so effectively
in his

~'rar

interested

Of. the vlorl ds br08.dcast in 1938, should be equally
ir.~

the audio aspect of his movie.

As in the photo-

graphy, there is a c Cincern vTi th presenting imagistic effects
that represent vThat is taking place.

One symbol that is always

commented on favorably is the sudden screaming of the cockatoo
61
that precedes Kane's destruction of Susan's room;
One flashback and several scenes previously, Kane
and his second wife (Susan) are arguing in a tent surrounded by hundreds of Kane's picnic guests. A shrill
scream punctuates the argument with a perSistent, sensual rhythm. It is clear that some sexual outrage is
being committed. :';1'hen the parakeet (sicl screams at
the appearance of Kane, the vround linkag~ in tone •••
further dehumanizes Kane's environment. 5
Sound is used in less obvious ways.

Voices echo strange-

1y, doors slam to cut off ,,,ords, and at one point Kane's voice
is ansi'lered by a far a,.,ay car horn.

The measured cadence of

music and even of offic e type'''lri ters heightens the moods, whether
they are of

K~ne's

disappointment (as in the bad reView of Su-

san's opera) Dr manufactured cheerfulness (the party at the
Chronicle offlce.)

In one place in the film it is the lack of

sound that achieves an emphatic effect:

when Kane, dying, drops
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the paperweight at the beginning of the film, the sound of
the shattering glass is expected--but the glass breaks in complete, shocklng silence.
The use of sound to provide transitions in time results
in sequences in i'Thich sound effects from one scene carryover
into another-·-or into several.

~'lhen

Thatcher 't"fishes young

Charles "Merry Christmas," the finish of the sentence,." ••• and
a Happy New Year" is delivered by an older Thatcher to an older
Kane in a completely different scene. 63 And "Then Kane applauds
Susan t S singlng at hi s first meeting 't!i th her, the applause is
carried into a series of transitional scenes, beginning \'lith Leland's campaign speech endorsing Kane before a small group of
backers; \-rhen Leland begins

It • • •

VorCo entered upon this campaign,"

his dialogue is finished by Kane himself (" ••• 'ivith one purpose
only ••• ") in a huge auditorium. 64 The overlapning dialogue and
sound effects serve to make the transitions faster and also to
emphasize the passage of time.
A "film

'IlTi

thin a film" is not an unheard-of idea in the

movie business, but ','Telles and Toland put together' a parody of
a newsreel for Kane that is "still the funniest parody of massmedia vulgarl ty ever filmed. 1165

The ne't'lSreel, ~ titled News .Q.!!

the March (after the popular March of Time series) is one of the
highlights of the movie.

It follovJS the o-penins depiction of

Kane's death, giving the very first background details on the
central character and settins up the reasons behind Thompson's
search for the meaning of Rosebud.

The nevrsreel provides a
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photogranhic shoclr for the audience after the quiet solemnity of the beginning of the film, and it is easily a complete
cinematic study in itself.
Just as 'vlar of the 'ilorlds' mimicked the form
of radio broadcasting to persuade its audience of
the Martian invasion, 'Nelvs 1 imitates the uniquely
cinematic form of the ne'v'lsreel t0 Qorroborate the
existence of Charles Foster Kane. 6 6
In the :first place,

~'s

newsreel, like the genuine

article, enc'9.psulates a nerson 1 slife , giVing the audience
the skeletal outline on which to build its judgments.

But

the nevIS short also compresses thE flashbacks tha.t the audience
will see

latl~r--the

many different and ucorrect It analyses of

Kane 1 s personality , given by his acquaintances.

n~'lhile

Thatcher

is telling a (Senate) Committee that Kane is a Communist, a
sneaker in Union Square attacks Kane as a Fascist;,,67 the egocentric atti t,ude of Kane himself is hinted when he assures an
audience, "I am have been, and will be only one thing--an American. '168
Not onl;y do Welles and Toland summarize the facts, but they
make the facts appear authentic by convincing the audience in
technical ways that the reel is genuine.
I'Telles recalls that ~'Then the film opened in Italy
Just aft.er the \-Tar, a lot of people booed and hi ssed
and even shook their fists at thE' projection box because tl:,ey tgought the newsreel material 1'las sheer bad
photographY. 9
Of oourse thE'y vrere right, but the poor quality was deliberate.

The actual ne1'rsreels were made quickly, on the cheapest quality
of film; the film had a coarse, "grainy" texture, and the light
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was shaky and flickering.

This was all closely copied in the

Kane newsreel, ';Thich even contained the same
ti tIes.

~'lhi te-on-black

In :ract, some shot s in the fake newsreel vlere actually

taken from existing footage on real people.

70

In the original script for the nev/sreel, the camera was
to move gradually tm'l'ard a screen in the projection room, framing it as

Nev~

Qg the March begins.

However, in the final ver-

sion, tithe short's frame is identical v1i th that of the main
fi 1m ••••

,,71

The resulting lack of visual eXplanation for what

is going on lntensifies even more the shock of the transition
from Kane's o.eathbed to the biographic nevTS film.
In summa.rizing the photography of i,velles and Toland, several critics agree that "in i'Telles t case there has ali-rays been a
2
tendency tovrards baroque photography.tt7
The terms "baroque,"
"Gothic," and "flamboyant tl are often applied to the style of
the film.

The halls of Xanadu and its huge fireplace (measuring

ten by eighteen by t.,.Tenty-seven feet 73) are good illustrations
of the terms.

And Charles Foster Kane's characteristics--his

egocentricity, his \-{ealth,. and his habit of haphazardly collecting art--all lend themselves to a "flamboyant" portrayal.

Kane's

character is baroque; this exnlains the appropriateness of 'velles r
choice of directorial style.
The scenery and settings for Oi tizen Kane \.,rere in some cases
borro'ltTed from other RKO films, because of the shortage of funds.
Xanadu was uSt3d previously as the castle in ,snm-, Vlhite and the
Seven Dwarfs; "it w-as painted (for Kane) with the aid of former
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members of the Disney team. U

74

Similarly, the 't!indow in Kane's

bedroom was first seen in John Ford's Mary of Scotland, and
"the animated bats in the swamp at Kane's Everglades picnic are
from Son of l~"--the ape was cut out of the shots.

75

The actors chosen for Citizen Kane were, of course, from
Welles' Mercury Theater group, except for Ruth r,'iarriclr (Emily
Kane) and Dorothy Comingore (Susan Alexander Kane).

Everyone

in the cast "had the double advantage of being nei'! to films and
being fully unified to execute 'l;'1elles f s concept. ,,76

The perfor-

mance of the players, "brilliant" as it "Tas said to be, is largely credited to Welles' direction; for "just hOlT much their performances were due to \'[elles is suggested by comparison 1"rith
later ones under different directors. u77
vlelles himself received immediate acclaim for his portrayal of Kane.

Even the physical changes that Charles Foster Kane

undergoes as

:~e

ages are detailed, thanks to the complicated,

make-up 1..,.ork:
Sixteen each of different chins, jowls, ears,
hairlines, necks lips, cheeks, noses, and eyes8.cs
,-rere designed in keeping with Kane's age. Hi s eyes
change I,-T1 th the years, becoming pale and veined: the
effect Has brought about by the use of contact lens.
The flabbiness that the middle- and old-aged man assumes is a simulation of 78al flesh, built up by means
of a synthetic rubber ••••
The preparation and problems involved in making Citizen
Kane

culrninatE~d

in its public opening on May 1, 1941.

The pre-

miere performance took place at the palace Theater in Nei-r York.
"The facade of the theater ••• cost $26,000, a series of neon signs
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of

\~elles

gradually mounting in size ••• II

In spite of the con-

troversy and, secrecy surrounding it, the movie rEceived great
revieitTs.

lilt was very vTell understood by the press, tt one critic

explains, presumably because of the obvious connection '\.d th
Kane t S

O',Tn

career. 79

The prEss reacted \'ri th comments such as lIi/lelles has shown
HollYVTood

hOYT

to make movies" (Esquire), "A film 'Possessing the

sure dollar mark" (Variety), and "one of the great (if not the
greatest) mction pictures of all time •••• " (~~ Times). 80
It was expected by thEse critics that Welles, MankievTicz, and
crew would virtually svTeep the 1942 Academy Awards; the movie
had already received the New York Film Critics Ai·Tard.
But thE award for the screenplay was the only one Citizen
Kane received from the Academy.
tions~-nine,

There 1oJ'ere several nomina-

in fact--including one for best picture; but

each time the title or Orson vTelles f name i'18.S read, there were
81
hisses and loud boos. It
The public antipathy i18.S obviously due
tt

to the great amount of publicity the film had received:

in this

case all thE publicity had unpopular connotations and created
adverse opir.ions.

The picture, and Welles as its director, were

not appreciated.
In fact, even the one Oscar the film received ,..,as not presented as a favor to ,\1elles at all, pauline Kael suggests, but
rather as a tribute to Mankiewicz.
his contributions to~.

Mankiewicz had made known

Consequently, tI~

vTaS

MankievTicz f s
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finest moment.,1t 'i'rhile lithe film community had closed ranks
against Orson i;,lelles."

Kael suggests an interesting point:

that the night of the Academy A1'rards i'laS a turning point in
the careers ()f both men, as well as in the future of their
movie.

VIankte1'lic z became a sought-after ,\lfri ter;

~1elles

turned

out to have "peaked earlY," in nart because of a lack of the
opportunitieEl that-might have come from a big success at this
time; and as for Citizen Kane, it failed at the box office. 82
The first 1-reek that the film ;·ras released f or public showing ,"vas a successful one.

The seats were filled at the palace,

and advanced booking there netted $10,000.
$30,000 in all. 83

The Palace grossed

After this initial triunl'ph, hOivever, the re-

turns began to be disappointing.
Test

rur:~s

in Chicago, r,'1ashington, Los Angeles, and San Fran-

cisco shm-red the same results:
and disappointment later. 84

good reception at the beginning,

vlhen the film circulated generally, the results ;"rere, by
then, predictable.

Some managers even preferred to pay for the

film and not show it.

Roy Fowler reports that "exhibitors still

gather around the fire on winter evenings, and tell their children grim, ghastly tales of their experiences with Citizen
~.1t85

In England, as in America, the reviewers praised the film
and the public largely shunned it.

Everywhere lithe film flopped •••.

but finally broke even; today, because of televiSion, it can be
said to have made a profit. n86 The film that ,'ras too experimental
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for many mov:le theaters was purchased for shol-ling by a ne,'l,
experim ental medi urn; and

~ 1S

prof it ''las made, not at the

box office, but through television broadcasts.
Mankievl:Lcz, as mentioned, ,"rent on to achieve modest success
a s a screenplay I'rri ter after oi tizen Kane.

The actors in the

movie, most notably Cotten and Moore-head, "had scored their
separate suceesses in Kane, and they went on to conventional
careers. tt87 But 1"1elles didn't fare even moderately 'dell; his
career, after' starting out 'tTi th such generally aocepted promise,
took a

d01'lnh~Lll

turn that never again rose to the height of

The immediate problem f or

~'{elles

~.

'\-'/as that the studi os Ivere Simp-

ly afraid to tl:l.ke another such chance on him, after his first
film venture ended in a financial fiasco.
Ten yeal's after Kane, the comments about the flboy vlonder lf
and the "gentus" \-lere losing their sincerity.

I,falter Kerr re-

ferred to ;'Te11es as lithe youngest living has-been fl (1'1elles was
.
88
only tv!enty-five "lhen ~ ''las produced).
Perhaps the public expected too much of him; at any rate,.by 1961 a film magazine dismissed him with this description:
.".the cinema pariah of recent years, has directed
seven n:tctures since Citizen Kane, but none VIas cited
(by the National Board of Revrew-of Motion pictures) ••••
Unorthodox and extravagant directire methods have reduced hlm to acting for a living. 8 9
Today

~%lles

has the strange distincti on of being famous

without being quite successful.

As Pauline Kael rmts it:

Vfhen he appears on television to recite from Shakesneare,., .he is introduced as if he were the eni tome of
the highbrm·r; it 1 S te vision' s more noli te ''lay of cutting off' his necktie.

9c
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Vlbat are the reasons for Welles I gradual decline?

It seems

improbable the.t the fault lies completely l,.,i th a posse-ssi on of
n

genius without talent, I I a phrase of the Ne'Vl Yorker; 91 because

there is difficulty in separating the tvlO characteristics and
in proving that the latter doesn't exist, at least in Kane.
Perhaps we come closer to the main problem in the sympathetic, yet J'evealing, words of a critic vlho intervievred

~Nelles

in 1950:
Afulired by a discerning minority, hated and bitterly at-tacked by ••• maj ori ties in most countries, the picture QgLne) did not bring the financial results expected ••••
It cost him that unlimited freedom hardly ever given bef ore to a film-maker by HollY1rTood executives: a freedom
that is to him an essential condition of creative filmvlork. l~ck of this co~~tion is dis cernible in the pictures that follm-led....
.
T;lelles himself, "Then asked his opinion of his attempts after his first film, replies:
I have lost years and years of my life fighting
for the right to do things my own way, and mostly
fightine; in vain. I have wasted ••• years 't1ri ting film
scripts I..;hich no producer ,.,ould accept. Among the pictures I have made I can only accept full responsibility
for one:
Citizen Kane. In all the others I have been
more or less mUZzled and the narrative li~3 of my stories
\'Tas ruined by commercially-minded people.
It seema that the industry that had asked for 1fe-Iles expectt

ed of him a one-man ShOrl and yet denied him the freedom of controlling it himself when he attained one.

He never again, for

instance, had the opportunity of choosing as co-vTorkers the people vTho had

e~nhanced

and in many cases made practicable the di-

verse accomnlishments he diSplayed in Kane.

The paradox is that

Welles needs containment to a certain extent, like a picture that
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needs a frame; but he must be free to choose his frame and to
create his

k~Lnd

of art wi thin it.

Citizen Kane's final importance, as would be expected from
its controversial history, is debatable.

It is important to con-

sider that opinions are gradually changing, as illustrated by
Arthur Knight's comment:
V1hE~n in 1952 the Br1 tish film magazine Sight and Sound
published the results of an international poll to discover 't,he ten best films of all time,' Orson 11elles' s
Citizen Kane fell just short of the magic number, tying •••
for the eleventh position. In a similar poll ten years
later SE~nt to substantially the same group of film critics
and his1~orians, Citizen ~ was the clear-cut victor--'the
best film of all time' .. ~

The mov1e Has quite easily ten or fifteen years ahead of its
time in photography, though probably no more than this.

The tech-

nique is not new, and Toland's influences ndisappeared with the
onset of Cint~maScope.1I95

~:1hat the photography does accomplish

that is of lasting value is the singular style 1-1ith which the effects are combined, the pattern and structure that belong just to
Kane.

Near his death Toland called Kane the ttmost exciting" film

he ever shot; 96 and the sheer excotement of Toland and the entire
crew clearly comes through, just in the way the film is put together.
TherE i,3 a plausible position in calling the story of Cit i~

Kane "a

:~opular

about Hearst. ,,97

melodrama--Freud plus scandal, a comic strip

But if it is a simple, shallO"T story , it is al-

so true that there are connections, some accidental, that make
the story more complex.

The close relationship of Kane to Hearst

is more than a harmless comic strip; it borders on libel, except

------.-..

_-,.......---
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f or the stubborn denial by Tflelles.
terest in cO!mecting Kane's story to

And there is a growing in~'Telles'

QI'm biogranhy; one

critic makes an interesting comparison:
l1'e11es vms taken from home at an early age and was
brought up on culture by intellect. The same thing happened to Kane, and Welles is obviously very sympathetic-he regrE~ts
his background, and the whole story of "Rosebud tt is most likely '"elles' s and not Kane' s--Welles seeking his way back to the maternal bosom.98
If Kane is not important for the story it contains, it is still
important foI' the puzzles it presents.
There are mysteries in Citizen Kane, mysteries presented not
through action, but through characterization.

There is excite-

ment; no matter how bad the reviews are, the adjectives applied
to Kane remain "adventurous," "independent,tI "risky," and "unconVentional. It

If Welles came up Ivith a sho1'l that is huge and "Goth-

ic, " it seems to be only loJ'hat was expected of him.

And, as pauline

Kael suggests, "It I s the Gothic atmosphere ••• that inflates Ci ti~

Kane and puts it in a different tradition from the nevlspaper

comedies and the big bios of the thirties.
some ways, a f rea{
1 0 f aru... •••• ,,99

Citizen Kane is, in

Perhaps Kael gives the elusive reason for the continued interest in

~izen

Kane when she says, tlKane does something sowell,

and \'fith such spirit, that the fullness and. completeness of it continue to satisfy us. ,,100

'--.----·-·--__' _. . _ _......,.....-.. ..
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